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Hello! 

Welcome to Bloggers + Brands: The Blogger’s 

Guide to Pitching and Working with Brands!  

About Me 

My name is Shannon Acheson 

and I am the writer and one 

half of the creative duo behind 

the DIY & Lifestyle blog AKA 

Design.  

My husband and I started AKA Design in 2010, 

as a way to chronicle the numerous DIY  

projects we were tackling on our old, run down 

bungalow. In 2012, we sold the bungalow and 

moved into our current house, which is a  

beautiful work in progress. At times, it has felt 

like we eat, sleep and breathe DIY projects.    

Over time though, our blog became about so 

much more than just a digest of DIY projects. It 

became a place to share our lives with our 

readers, connect with other bloggers (many of 

whom we are now thrilled to call our friends) 
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and a platform to earn extra money for our 

family.  

My love of putting together an idea and getting 

a brand on board started a couple of years ago, 

when I first heard about brand sponsorships. I 

was simultaneously thrilled for the bloggers 

who were already working with brands and  

totally jealous that they knew how to do it. I 

thought that even if I could find out who to 

contact, I would have no idea what to say to 

them when I did.  

I quickly set out to learn all I could about what 

brands want and how to create mutually  

beneficial relationships with them.  

Now, working with brands on various projects 

and sponsorships is a large part of what I do. I 

find it to be one of the most exhilarating parts 

too. I have successfully pitched many major 

brands and worked with companies big and 

small on projects ranging from small craft  

tutorials to larger-scale renovations.  
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It’s been more than two years since I sent my 

first pitch to a large company through their PR 

agency. To this day, I still work with that PR 

company – both on projects with the original 

brand and others that the agency represents. 

Long-term blogger + brand relationships are 

the best! 

I wrote Bloggers & Brands to share all that I’ve 

learned, through blog conferences, online 

webinars and, of course, actually working with 

brands.  

I want to tell you that you don’t have to be 

afraid or mystified by the process. You CAN 

pitch your blog, projects and ideas and work 

with brands you love and admire. This book 

will give you all the tools you need to do just 

that! 
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For bloggers these days, working with brands is 

a hot topic, with so many bloggers focusing on 

ways to earn a living doing what they love. 

There are Twitter chats, webinars and  

Facebook groups full of bloggers asking  

questions about blogger/brand collaborations. 

But there is a perception that initiating contact 

and creating relationships with brands is a lot 

harder than it actually is. In this book I hope to 

shatter that illusion.  

In chatting with other bloggers about working 

with brands the most common comments I 

hear are “I don’t know who to contact,” and 

“I’m so afraid I won’t know what to do or what 

to say.” 

Well, let me tell you, it’s easier than you think 

to find the right contact and talking to brands 

is actually pretty simple. I will show you how.  

About Bloggers  

& Brands 
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Bloggers & Brands uncovers the tools and  

techniques you need to find, connect with and  

successfully pitch the brands you most want to 

work with. But, to do that, you first need to  

understand why brands want to work with  

bloggers to begin with, what they are looking 

for and how to attract their attention.  

And, while I absolutely love working with 

brands, I want to make you aware of some of 

the pros and cons of working with them before 

you start. Then I will provide you with every-

thing you need to actually get started.  
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How Bloggers & 

Brands is Organized 

To help you easily find out what you want to 

know about Bloggers & Brands as you need it, I 

have organized this book into the following five 

sections. Each section takes you through every-

thing you could ever want to know about  

collaborating with brands! 

Before You Pitch Anything 

In this section I explain a bit about why brands 

like to work with bloggers (brands need you as 

much as you need them!) as well as the pros 

and cons for everyone when bloggers and 

brands partner up. I also share different ways 

to work with brands, what brands are looking 

for, and how to choose who you should pitch. 

Preparation and Pitching 

Section two reveals 10 ways to find the right 

contact and what to say to them when you find 
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them. I also lay out exactly how to craft your 

own killer one-page pitch.  

Negotiating, Questions and Contracts 

In working with brands it’s really important to 

know what their goals are. Section three shows 

you what questions to ask, how to negotiate a 

mutually beneficial collaboration and the  

importance of contracts.  

You Got It, Now What? 

In this section I tell you how awesome you are! 

Once you’ve made it this far, it’s time to really 

WOW a brand and get the job done. 

After the Project 

By this point you will have finished your  

portion of the collaboration and, of course, 

done a fabulous job. Now what do you do? In 

this section I show you how to really stand out 

in a brand’s mind and begin to build a portfolio 

of your sponsored content that will help you 

get future sponsored gigs. 
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To finish off Bloggers & Brands I share some 

words of wisdom from other smart bloggers 

just like you. I also provide an option for one-

on-one help. 

How to Use Bloggers 

& Brands 

I’m pretty sure you’re anxious to get started. 
But before you do, here are a few tips for 
getting the most from Bloggers & Brands.  

There is no time limit. You don’t have to read 
everything and complete the whole process in 
21 days. You don’t even have to do it all in 90 
days. You can take as much or as little time as 
you like.  

There is nothing to be afraid of. Just dive in. 
Brands aren’t scary. And besides, I’m right here 
with you. I’ll walk you through each step.  

Work through each section in order. It’s best if 
you go through Bloggers & Brands from the  
beginning to the end. But if you feel like you’ve 
got a good grasp on a certain section, you have 
my permission to skip ahead just a little.  
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Learn from others. Be on the lookout on the 
sidebars. There are tips to help you as well as 
quotes from brand people. And at the end of 
the book, there are wisdom filled quotes from 
other bloggers who have worked with brands. 

Finally, use the worksheets. There are seven 
worksheets—they will help you brainstorm  
ideas, craft a better pitch and show brands 
what you’ve got! 

ARE YOU READY? LET’S GO! 
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Lesson 2: Different 

Ways to Work with 

Brands 

You may already know exactly how you want to 

work with Brand X, but then again maybe you 

need a few ideas.  

There are probably as many ways to work with 

brands as there are brands. Here are just a few 

ways to collaborate: 

Advertorials – We’ve all seen advertorials in 

print magazines. They read like content  

combined with ad copy. Advertorials are not 

often what a brand will want these days, but 

you never know. 

Reviews – Reviews are generally done in  

exchange for product and are not paid. A  

review is just what it sounds like, your opinion 

on a product, including the pros and cons. A  

review is different from a sponsored post  

because a review  often includes both the pros 

and cons about the product or service. 

TIP:  

Don’t do a  

product review 

at all if a brand is 

asking for the 

product back 

after you review 

it. That’s just  

uncool! 
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Sponsored posts – Sponsored posts are  

sometimes done in exchange for product but 

are sometimes paid. Companies expect that 

you will speak well of their brand if they are  

sponsoring the post or project.  

Guest blogging/contributing writer – Guest 

blogging can work in one of two ways; either 

you writing for the brand’s blog to give them 

additional creative content, or the brand 

writing on your blog to promote itself. Some 

niches lend themselves well to this option, 

some do not. You know your audience best. 

Don’t allow others to guest post on your blog 

if you think it will turn your readers off. Always 

ask for a link back to your site and social media 

shares if you guest post on a brand’s website 

or blog.  

Attend or promote events – Many large 

brands put on elaborate events and parties.  

Sometimes a brand will pay you to attend and 

talk about it, such as a tradeshow. Attending 

TIP:  

Premium ad  

networks are 

great for 

getting  

sponsored post 

gigs. 
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and promoting events can be really fun if you 

are an extrovert and like that sort of thing! 

Social media shares – Sometimes a brand 

wants to pay someone to share small snippets 

of info about a promotion or a new product to 

raise awareness. This is a fairly easy way to 

work with a brand and it doesn’t usually  

require a large investment of time.  

Brand ambassadorships – Brand ambassador-

ships are usually longer- term relationships in 

which you spend several months creating and 

sharing content, retweeting a brand’s posts, 

etc. It is especially important to note that you 

will likely have a contract and be required to 

not work in any way with the brand’s  

competitors for a pre-determined period of 

time. So again choose who you  

represent carefully. 

Giveaways – Giveaways are really great for  

audience engagement because everyone 
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wants to win something. However, a giveaway 

post (on its own) won’t ever get looked at 

again. Giveaways are not “evergreen” content 

and are best when used as part of a larger  

promotion. 

Sidebar ads – Sidebar ads are exactly what 

they sound like, image ads that run on your 

sidebar. They’re pretty simple to integrate into 

your blog. But don’t have too many or you will 

continually be sending your readers away from 

your site. I sometimes offer this as an added 

bonus in a pitch. For example, I may suggest 

two sponsored posts, three social media shares 

plus three months’ free sidebar advertising. 

Any combination of the above can be also put 

together as a campaign for a brand. Get  

creative and mix in high value items that take 

less time like social shares and more  

labor-intensive things like step-by-step  

projects, or before and after reveals.  
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Oh and… 

It is okay to give something for free to grow 

the blogger-brand relationship. When doing 

research for this book, I learned that brands 

have always gotten unpaid media mentions in 

traditional media. It’s called earned media. For 

example, when a magazine mentions a certain 

brand’s patio set in a round up of patio sets, 

THE BRAND DID NOT PAY FOR THAT MENTION.  

Earned media is coverage about a product or 

service that you think is so amazing that you 

want to write about it without money 

attached.  

So please, don’t become so entrenched in the 

entitlement mentality that it makes you think 

you can’t work with a brand because they  

occasionally ask you to share something for 

free! 

That being said this is a good time to listen to 

your gut. If it’s a brand with integrity (which is 

who you want to be working with anyway) 
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they will appreciate you going the extra mile 

and won’t take advantage of your goodwill. If 

you get a gut feeling that a brand JUST wants 

you to continually do things for free with no 

give and take, or that they are taking  

advantage of you, don’t do it!  

Want to read more? Head here to snag 

the full version of Bloggers and Brands—

The Bloggers’ Guide to Pitching and 

Working with Brands!  

http://bloggersandbrands.net/

